Cell membrane asymmetry is a common structural feature of all biological cells.
INTRODUCTION
1972 was a milestone in research biology when the famous fluid mosaic model was proposed as an interpretation of biological membrane structure by Singer and Nicolson ( Figure 1 ). 1 Biological membranes were defined as "[…] analogous to a two-dimensional oriented solution of integral proteins (or lipoproteins) in the viscous phospholipid bilayer solvent." This model provided a solid base to start explaining membrane organization ("mosaic") and predicted many membrane phenomena regulated by lipid and protein dynamic rearrangement ("fluid"). Figure 1 . Schematic three-dimensional representation of the fluid mosaic structure of the membrane, reproduced with permission from Ref. [1] . Copyright [1972] {Science]. Globular proteins inserted into a lipid matrix.
Around that same period of time, Bretscher introduced the concept of "asymmetry" to characterize membrane structure through the different repartition of lipids and proteins across the two leaflets of the bilayer. [2] [3] One of his five guidelines for membrane structure was that the basis of a biological membrane is a bilayer enriched with choline lipid derivatives and glycolipids in the exoplasmic side and amino-phospholipids in the cytoplasmic side. 3 In 1974, a breakthrough in understanding of biomembrane, the bilayer couple hypothesis, was Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233 proposed by Sheetz and Singer. They hypothesized that the existed asymmetry feature within a bilayer would result in the two leaflets may respond independently and differently to a perturbation while maintaining coupled to one another, which underpin the mechanism of functional consequences, such as shape changes in a cell. 4 Evidence of asymmetry was already supported with several examples involving selective binding of substrates to one side or the other or phospholipase digestion. [5] [6] [7] For example, ferritin was shown to specifically bind to oligosaccharides with d-mannose or d-glucose residues on the outer surface of erythrocyte membranes and not on the inner cytoplasmic surface. 8 While proteins were also shown to be unevenly organized between both leaflets, asymmetry in biological membranes mostly comes from the distribution of lipids, which play a major structural and functional role. Indeed, their amphiphilicity allows them to spontaneously form membranes in the form of small compartments to segregate internal constituents from the external medium. They also act as messengers in signal transduction and molecular recognition processes and they are used for energy storage. 9 It is now well-established that the differences in constituents between both sides of the bilayer have a strong impact on membrane physical properties such as permeability, membrane curvature (linked to the intrinsic asymmetric nature of lipids), shape or surface charge (negatively-charged phospholipids on the cytoplasmic side). [10] [11] [12] [13] Consequently, disruption of the normal membrane asymmetry often has significant physiological consequences such as blood coagulation or recognition and removal of apoptotic cells by macrophages. [14] [15] [16] For example, phosphatidylserine exposure on the outer leaflet is a sign for cell apoptosis. [17] [18] [19] [20] These processes are essential for cell development but if unregulated, they could be the source of pathologic conditions. 21 Asymmetry of lipid charge has shown impact on determination of transmembrane protein oridentation, 22 and a recent study proved that the segments of transmembrane contains smaller side chains prefer to exist in the outer monolayer of bilayer. 23 Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233
Thus, maintaining the repartition of constituents and mainly lipids between the two leaflets and hence maintaining asymmetry, is crucial for the proper functioning of membrane regulated cellular phenomena. 9, 14, 24 As such, a lot of energy is invested by the cell to maintain the non-random distribution of species across the bilayer with the help of transporter enzymes such as flippases (ATP-dependent) or floppases (ATP independent) which are in charge of controlling the transmembrane distribution of lipids. 21, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] The study of biological membranes has been facilitated by the preparation of synthetic symmetric lipid membranes either supported or in the form of vesicular systems. [31] [32] Models with asymmetric membranes would however be more realistic in cell structural biomimicry studies but they have been difficult to establish experimentally mostly because of a lack of reliable methods to precisely control and quantify the asymmetry. Still, over the last few years, significant progress has been made in the preparation of such model systems using mostly lipid-only membranes. 33 There are however many other possibilities to form asymmetric membranes with cell mimicking properties by using alternative synthetic pathways or constituents such as polymers or peptides. 32 The goal of this review is to gather and summarize the main cell mimicking asymmetric membrane models that have been proposed and studied over the last years. We aim at providing a non-exhaustive review of the different systems with respect to geometry and composition, focusing on the most relevant synthetic routes.
We firstly describe the main different methodologies to prepare asymmetric membranes made exclusively from lipids. We then outline innovative approaches that have been presented with polymers and finally give an overview of a few systems that combine both lipids and polymers. These systems are schematically illustrated in Figure 2 , which presents the main preparation routes, compositions and morphologies that have been reported for asymmetric lipid and polymer membranes.
Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233 5 Figure 2 . Schematic representation of some of the reported strategies to prepare synthetic asymmetric membranes with respect to composition and morphology, including pH gradient, 34 lipid insertion by proteins / enzymes or chemicals, [35] [36] [37] β-cyclodextrin, [38] [39] [40] droplet over an interface, [41] [42] [43] [44] jetting, 45 supported bilayers, 46 nano-tubes, [47] [48] triblock polymers, [49] [50] [51] and microfluidics. [52] [53] [54] [55] Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233 6
DESIGN OF ASYMMETRIC MEMBRANES BASED ON LIPIDS
Lipids are the main constituents of all biological membranes. 9, 26 Their amphiphilic character is responsible for their spontaneous organization into two leaflets that together form a bilayer.
Their polar headgroup is oriented towards the external aqueous environment while their hydrophobic tail (hydrocarbon chains) form the core of the membrane. Lipid-only asymmetric synthetic bilayer systems have been widely used and have proven to be highly successful models to study membrane properties. 33, 56 The wide available pool of lipids makes them suitable candidates to form different geometries through various processes detailed below.
Early examples of synthesized asymmetry in small and large vesicles relied on lipid transfer techniques involving lipid exchange proteins or enzymes. [35] [36] [37] 57 Lipid transfer proteins were discovered in 1975 in the group of Zilversmit after investigating how lipid components from plasma lipoproteins were taken up by liver cells. [35] [36] Several groups studied the translocation rate of lipids from one monolayer to the other using the lipid exchange or conversion technique essentially by means of NMR after exposing small lipid vesicles to an exchange protein or often to a phospholipase enzyme that converts phosphatidylcholine (POPC) to phosphatidic acid (PA). 37, [58] [59] The lipid translocation (or flip-flop) rates varied from minutes to a few days depending on the system. 37, 58 Other examples of generating transmembrane bilayer asymmetry involve spontaneous transfer of a lipid from a donor to an acceptor lipid vesicle when the two populations are in close contact or a chemical control with a sodium ascorbate induced extinction of paramagnetism of spin-labelled lipids in the outer monolayer of lipid vesicles. [59] [60] Later on, the pH gradient technique was proposed by Cullis and coworkers to induce transverse asymmetry in lipid bilayers. 34 They showed that they could influence the positioning 7 of weak acid lipids such as phosphatidylglycerol (PG) by applying a transmembrane pH gradient in lipid vesicles (inside basic and outside acidic or the reverse). Charged lipids are known to move very slowly from one monolayer to the other but it was expected that using protonated (uncharged) PG lipids would facilitate the movement. It was found that when POPC vesicles with a fraction of PG were prepared with a transmembrane pH gradient (inside basic), almost 90 % of PG located in the inner monolayer. Interestingly, the reverse pH gradient led to the opposite asymmetry and the same vesicles formed with zwitterionic lipids only retained a symmetric distribution of lipids thus confirming the influence of pH on the movement of weak acid lipids. 34 Strategies based on the ability of cyclodextrin (CD) derivatives to bind and exchange phospholipids have been developed in the laboratory of E. London in the last decade to construct vesicles comprising an asymmetrical distribution of lipids between the lipidic monolayers. [61] [62] Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233 8 Methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) molecules have the ability to bind hydrophobic species within their cavity and thus have attracted much attention as potential carriers for cholesterol, lipophilic drugs or other molecules with low solubility. 63 In one of their initial studies, sphingomyelin (SM) multi-lamellar vesicles (MLVs) were obtained by rehydration of a dried lipid film. The assemblies were then incubated with highly concentrated MβCD to form SM-MβCD complexes which were purified and incubated with pre-formed small unilamellar lipid vesicles (SUVs) to allow insertion of SM in the outer lipid monolayer ( Figure 3 ). 61 High performance thin layer chromatography confirmed a rapid (within minutes) exchange of about 80 % lipid with the outer monolayer of the SUVs whereas control samples with SUVs incubated with SM in the absence of MβCD only showed traces of exchanged SM. Fluorescence anisotropy measurements of fluorescent probes added to the vesicles were used to confirm asymmetry which was stable over a few days. The authors also showed that cholesterol could be inserted into these asymmetric SUVs by performing a second successive MβCD exchange step, confirming the versatility of the process. Following studies by the same group introduced the production of asymmetric large and giant unilamellar vesicles (respectively LUVs and GUVs) through the same MβCD-mediated lipid exchange with the aim of studying how asymmetry impacts ordered domain formation and inter-leaflet coupling in cell bilayer membranes. [38] [39] [40] 62 The advantages of this method are essentially that it requires minimal equipment and that different lipids can be exchanged by this process, proving the flexibility of the method. The versatility in terms of vesicle size (SUVs, LUVs and GUVs) that can be used is also an important aspect as sometimes, methods to yield asymmetric vesicles are restricted/more efficient with a certain vesicle size (either giant or small/large). However, multiple steps (incubation, centrifugation, purification, etc.) are needed to yield the asymmetric vesicles making this method relatively tedious.
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Over the last decade, there has been a growing interest in the development of new synthetic routes with higher control and precision to produce synthetic asymmetric lipid vesicles. Several groups reported on innovative protocols to generate membrane asymmetry with a special focus on giant vesicles (GUVs) that are thought to constitute more adequate cell mimics in terms of membrane physical properties, but they also have as a main strength facile manipulation and observation, as compared with small vesicles, which allows researchers to dig deeper into membrane physical properties. 41-43, 45, 64-65 Rather than through membrane exchange, giant asymmetric lipid vesicles can be assembled by emulsion methods where lipid-stabilized aqueous droplets are forced through a lipid-stabilized 10 oil-water interface to generate the bilayer membrane. This process is referred as "droplet over an interface" or "emulsion-centrifugation" method ( Figure 4 ). [65] [66] Weitz and coworkers proposed this method to prepare LUVs (about 500 nm in diameter) with an inner leaflet of POPC and outer leaflet of phosphatidylserine (POPS), or the reverse. Centrifugation was used to help the lipidstabilized aqueous droplets to cross the lipid-stabilized oil/water interface. One should note that the preparation of asymmetric SUVs was also previously demonstrated by a similar protocol. 67 The membrane asymmetry of the vesicles and its stability over time were demonstrated with a fluorescence quenching assay. This layer-by-layer assembly allowed insertion of a fluorescentlytagged lipid in one of the bilayer leaflets (POPC monolayer or POPS monolayer) and the fluorescence was measured before and after addition of a fluorescence quencher on the outer medium. For example, when the dye was inserted in the lipid-stabilized interface (outer leaflet of the vesicle membrane), about 95 % fluorescence was lost upon addition of the quencher to the vesicle solution, indicating an almost total asymmetry (no flip from the outer to the inner monolayer). Overall, authors demonstrated that highly asymmetric structures could be obtained using this method, with varying amphiphile molecules (they also performed a test with a lipidpolymer asymmetric membrane). A few years later, the group of Takagi followed a similar procedure to prepare cell-sized (GUVs) asymmetric vesicles with the aim of facilitating manipulation of "biological" vesicles under a controlled environment. 41 Rather than through centrifugation, the authors used a sugar density gradient to induce spontaneous transfer of the denser lipid-stabilized sucrose droplets through an oil-glucose interface, a strategy that significantly increased vesicle yield. 41 Other improvements of the "droplet over an interface" or "emulsion-centrifugation" methods involved microfluidics as an efficient way to produce sizecontrolled monodisperse emulsion droplets. 43 In addition, the continuous droplet interface Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233 11 crossing encapsulation (cDICE) method has been described as an efficient way to produce giant vesicles with high throughput production of size-tunable monodisperse vesicles. [68] [69] Vesicles are formed through continuous dripping of droplets off a capillary while forcing their passage through an interface using a centrifugal force. The authors presented the use of the cDICE method to form giant asymmetric vesicles. Advances in microfluidic strategies have led to generating monodisperse emulsion droplets at high-throughput. 70 Recent developments have enabled emulsions (w/o single emulsions or w/o/w double emulsions) to be used as templates to assemble vesicular structure via a bilayer selfassembly at interfaces, which provides opportunities to control over the composition in the membranes. 71 Asymmetric membranes constructed based on single emulsions by step-by-step coating with amphiphiles of interested were demonstrated in several group. [52] [53] [54] A water in oil droplet was formed as precursor stabilizing with one kind of lipid molecules, and incubated in 12 the channel of microfluidic device, and then coated with the second lipid phase. Recently Zhao et al. has reported that asymmetric bilayer vesicles (asymmetric lipid bilayer or lipid-polymer asymmetric bilayer) can be constructed by dewetting of thin-shell double emulsion templates which were fabricated in a single capillary microfluidic device. 55 The asymmetry property achieved by aforementioned microfluidic approaches was validated by both confocal laser scanning microscopy and fluorescence quenching assay indicating high degree of asymmetry can be readily produced by microfluidic technologies.
Finally, uncommon original techniques have been presented to construct lipid vesicles
comprising an asymmetric membrane. Especially, microfluidic jetting has been introduced. 42 were able to produce monodisperse asymmetric vesicles with little residual solvent in the membrane to investigate lipid flip-flop. They also examined the amount of residual organic solvent using confocal Raman scattering microscopy, which showed that the cell-sized vesicles accommodated tiny amount of the solvent that hardly produced a layer between the two leaflets.
In addition, in vitro membrane protein synthesis was demonstrated, proving the biological relevance of the system.
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Another approach resides in focusing on the membrane alone in the form of a supported lipid bilayer, instead of designing objects which require a precise control over the final shape and which might complicate membrane study. In particular, supported lipid bilayers have been broadly studied and used as membrane models. 74 They consist of a lipid bilayer either fixed or freely deposited on a solid surface (e.g. gold or mica) and are classically formed by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique (transfer of successive lipid monolayers) or by vesicle fusion (liposomes deposited and allowed to fuse on the surface). 75 In a recent study,
dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) supported bilayers were formed by vesicle fusion and
MβCD was used to enrich the upper DOPC leaflet with sphingomyelin (SM) thus generating an asymmetric bilayer which stayed stable for up to a few hours, before SM started flipping to the lower leaflet. 46 While this approach does not allow a precise control over the degree of asymmetry it is however tunable, easy to handle and solvent-free, making it suitable to reconstruct synthetic asymmetric membranes. Similar studies showed the formation of asymmetric domains in supported bilayers. [76] [77] Overall, important advances have been made in the field of asymmetric membrane models, especially in the last decade, using lipidic systems. The different proposed technologies to construct lipid-based membrane asymmetry allowed gaining more control into the design of synthetic membranes. In addition, these approaches have considerably helped the investigation and understanding of lipid dynamics in biological membranes.
DESIGN OF ASYMMETRIC MEMBRANES BASED ON BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233
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When considering the design of biological membrane mimics, lipids come as an obvious choice for a starting material. However, cellular membranes are only made with about 60 % of lipids and are actually much more complex than pure lipidic bilayers. 78 Indeed, proteins, glycoproteins, glycolipids, glycans or cholesterol that are incorporated in cell membranes convey precise mechanical properties that cannot be effectively represented by lipid-only membrane models. 33 and a well-preserved bioactivity, thus demonstrating the biological relevance of their system. A majority of investigated copolymers have an AB structure, where A is hydrophilic and B is hydrophobic, which self-assemble into symmetric membranes. However, ABC triblock copolymers (A and C water soluble but chemically different blocks and B hydrophobic middle block) were recently introduced to form polymersomes bearing an asymmetric membrane upon film rehydration. [49] [50] [51] [96] [97] When using such polymers, three different conformations can be obtained following vesicle formation: A block on the inside and C on the outside, the reverse, or a mixture of A and C on either side (symmetric). Due to their intrinsic asymmetric nature, if the orientation of the triblocks can be controlled or influenced inside the membrane, it is thus possible to present total asymmetry. For example, designing triblocks with different molecular weights for the A and C blocks should result in the longer one segregating on the outside of the vesicle due to a larger radius of curvature (differing volume fraction) and the smaller one segregating on the inside. 51, 98 Furthermore, by adopting in the same fashion, Eisenberg et al. has expanded chemical localization of distinct groups facing to the interior or exterior aqueous environment, which was utilized to form polymeric vesicles with compositional asymmetric bilayers built by preferentially segregation of diblock copolymer molecules. 99 Recently, Tordarson has demonstrated that a family of synthesized diblock copolymers featured with different hydrophilic moieties can be used to generate polymersomes with asymmetric membrane to mimic the asymmetry across cell membranes. Interestingly, triblock copolymers have the same block ratios as the mixture of diblock copolymers extensively produced micelles rather than vesicular archetectures might due to the short hydrophobic block, which was evidenced by cryo-TEM. 49 Using charged blocks is another technique to help block segregation 16 on either side of the membrane as has been shown by Zhong and coworkers who formed biodegradable chimaeric polymersomes from poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(caprolactone)-bpoly(2-(diethylamino) ethyl metacrylate) (PEO-b-PCL-b-PDEA) triblock copolymers with an outer PEO block and inner PDEA charged block assumed to facilitate efficient protein encapsulation and stabilization. 97 Others have used cleavable peptide-linked triblock copolymers to form vesicles with asymmetric membranes that can undergo shape transformation into multicavity vesicles upon cleavage. 100 While vesicles with asymmetric membranes formed from polymers are still in an early research stage, they hold promise in the design of new synthetic cellular analogues and have great potential for biomedical applications.
MEMBRANE ASYMMETRY IN HYBRID LIPID-POLYMER SYSTEMS
Mixing lipids and polymers to form synthetic asymmetric membranes has been rarely exploited but has a lot of potential interest. Indeed, combining the advantages of lipids as an intrinsic cell component and the chemical versatility of polymers may provide a powerful and versatile way to prepare original membranes with the ability to mimic the physical properties of cells. To date, such combination has only been used to develop so-called hybrid membranes that can be engineered to be homogeneous or heterogeneous (phase separation) in composition. [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] In this context, our group has recently reported the preparation of giant vesicles comprising an asymmetric polymer/lipid membrane using the "droplet over an interface" protocol (emulsioncentrifugation process that has been optimized for both polymers and lipids). 44, [110] [111] As schematically represented in Figure 6 , a polymer stabilized emulsion droplet is poured over an oil-water lipid stabilized interface and, with help of centrifugation, the resulting vesicles are recovered in the lower water phase. As a result, the generated giant vesicles possess an asymmetric membrane composed of an outer lipid (POPC) monolayer and inner polymer (PButb-PEO) layer. We also showed that the reverse asymmetric vesicles could be formed, with the lipid facing the inside of the vesicle and polymer facing the outer medium. Complete membrane asymmetry was demonstrated with fluorescence quenching assays and membrane properties were determined by evaluating lipid lateral and transverse diffusion coefficients. Figure 6 . Schematic representation of the "droplet over an interface" method to generate asymmetric lipid-polymer vesicles. 44 An aqueous droplet stabilized by a polymer is poured over a lipid-stabilized oil-water interface. 110 Although vesicles appear as an optimal choice in the field of cell biomimicry, alternative morphologies comprising asymmetric membranes have also been investigated. In particular, Author manuscript of Langmuir 2018, 34, 3376-3385 DOI: 10.1021/acs.langmuir.7b04233 18 tubular structures have been presented. [47] [48] 112 As illustrated by Liedberg and co-authors, an equimolar proportion of poly(butadiene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) and POPC led to the formation of nano-tubular vesicles. They also demonstrated that asymmetry generates a net spontaneous curvature, with the lipid segregating into the inner compressed leaflet, that is required for the stabilization of the tubular morphology. 48 Finally, amphiphilic peptides were also interestingly considered in generating spontaneous membrane asymmetry in nanotubes or nanoribbons. 47, 112 Amphiphilic peptides based constructs show promising potential as building blocks for the assembly of membrane with compositional asymmetric arrangement. Taking their advantages of being rationally designed for specific bio-macromolecular targets and being highly biocompatible as well as easy degradation in the in vivo environment enable new class of peptide-based biomembranes to open the new avenues to assemble the asymmetric membranes in the form of intracellular delivery vehicles, personalized medicine carriers and ultra-sensitive biosensors.
EFFECTS AND APPLICATIONS OF ASYMMETRIC BILAYER SYSTEMS
Biological membrane systems possess some degree of lipid asymmetry with respect to bilayer composition prepared by methods as reviewed above have been studied on physical properties of asymmetric biomembranes and membrane-mediated cellular process. Microfluidic-assisted approaches enable well-controlled construction of asymmetric lipid bilayer vesicles at high throughput fashion. 54, 113 The effects of tailored lipid bilayer on the mechanical property has been determined by the fluctuation analysis technique and micropipette aspiration system. In both works, the bending modulus of synthetic asymmetric vesicles were at 30 % higher than the values of acquired for symmetric bilayer vesicles. The implication of the findings on the effects of transbilayer asymmetry on mechanical property could pave the way for investigating proteinlipid interaction, especially the mechanosensitive channel whose integration into membrane is controlled by membrane asymmetry. 114 Asymmetric biomembranes were utilized as a promising models to govern the orientation of membrane proteins during incorporating into synthetic biomembranes. [115] [116] Meier group reported that triblock copolymer built asymmetric membranes can induce a favor insertion orientation of Aquaporin 0 which remain functional inside polymeric membranes. Oiki et al. successfully demonstrated that oriented reconstitution of a potassium channel (KcsA) driven by where the preferred lipid deposits within the asymmetric bilayer. A recent study was undertaken by Chen revealing a transbilayer asymmetry induced translocation of β-galactosidase. 117 To address issue of random incorporation of membrane proteins using asymmetric biological membranes would not to broaden knowledge of interactions between membrane proteins and biomembranes, but also propose a versatile way to produce highly functional bio-device. 
CONCLUSION

